
Can you tell us more about the story of the Feca? 

RyF: I can’t say much about the Feca or Feca god. We’ve been working in the last 6 month on class 

content like dungeons or quests, but with all the debugging we’re currently doing, we had to 

postpone this work and the release of this content. The first one should have been the Masqueraider 

dungeon, but it was left aside for later. All of this should come soon. We really want to integrate a lot 

of background about classes and gods because there really is a mystery about what happened 

between the gods and Ogrest and we want the players to be able to explore that storyline. 

Troyle: So that will be content that will tell you the story of the classes, gods? 

RyF: What I can say is that players will have access to different visions of the classes, and god stories. 

Sometimes you will be in the present, other times you will be sent back in time. 

Troyle: So like it was done in Frigost? 

RyF: Yes. 

 

Why aren’t there any female foggernauts? 

RyF: What I can say is that there have been tests about female models. We have some drawings and 

sprites, but the female will not be released for now. 

Troyle: But was there a story reason why there were none to begin with? We talked a bit about the 

fact that they are robots and robots don’t have a gender, is it still the case? 

RyF: The real thing about Foggernauts is that they are people who have extracted their soul and 

injected it into machines with Stasis mechanisms. So there are females, but just not in the game. 

Troyle: So there might be female Foggernauts added later? 

RyF: Yes. 

 

Why did you choose the name Foggernaut instead of Steamer? 

Troyle: This one I can answer. It’s just because Steamer can have a very bad meaning in slang English. 

So to avoid stupid and inappropriate wordplays we chose to go for something else. 

 

What happened to the Dofuses? 

RyF: So, about the Dofuses… People who played the Wabbit Island storyline have seen one for a few 

second, the Cawwot Dofus. But it’s not actually a primordial Dofus. The primordial Dofuses were 

taken by Ogrest, that’s a fact, he has them all. What I can say, and this is a spoiler, is that he also 

tried to recover all the fake Dofuses to grow more powerful. That’s why there were no ice Dofuses in 

Frigost.  



Troyle: Because the Ice Dofus is not a primordial one? 

RyF: No, it’s a secondary Dofus. 

 

Why will there never be Eliatropes in the game? 

RyF: The fact is that the first Eliatrope to be active in the World of Twelve in the WAKFU Era is Hugo. 

And Hugo at the time of the game is just a baby, and he is the only Eliatrope on the planet. 

Troyle: So it’s impossible to see any other Eliatrope on the planet? 

RyF: No, historically that’s not possible. Maybe in 10 or 15 years… 

 

Will there ever be a Wakfu using class in the game (as we have the Stasis class with Foggernauts)? 

RyF: Actually, all classes use Wakfu, but not as an element. Only as a resource. Having a class using 

Wakfu would really disminish the power of the Eliatropes. They’re supposed to be the only ones able 

to use and take full advantage of Wakfu. 

 

Will there be a third season of Wakfu? 

Troyle: We already gave some information on that. We already said that there is a following that is 

being prepared to the second season. We can’t say more, but yes, something is being prepared. 

 

Will we be able to fights gods in-game in the future? 

RyF: I have something to say about the gods, which could be really interesting. Gods in the World of 

Twelve are very special. They are mortal characters, and not immortal. What is immortal about the 

gods is their power. Their power lives on through their followers. So any Iop is part of the god Iop. 

The more followers, the more powerful the gods. 

 

Why are the Ecaflip followers in the image of a cat? 

RyF: Because the god is a cat! 

 

How do you explain the fact that we plant seeds of monsters? 

RyF: It’s just because it was easier to manage as a mechanic. We couldn’t manage to have farms, but 

we still kept the reproduction. There’s no real background justification, it’s just a game mechanic. 

 



 

How did Osas gain the power to summon a Gobgob? 

RyF: Actually, the god Osamodas is a Dragon, so all his followers have dragon blood, so they have 

really special powers. The main power of the Osamodas god is to be able to control creatures.  

Erratum by RyF: (Enutrof is a dragon, not Osa :D My bad ) Osamodas is a very special character who has the 
power to control creatures. He has 3 dragons obeying him. Looking at him, some might believe he’s a demon of 
sorts. 

His ability to not only command but also understand creature made him understand and become an adept of 
his dragons’ power. In his quest of improvement, he allowed his followers to use some of the dragon powers 
through transformation. 

 

What happens to the offspring of two followers of different gods? 

RyF: There was an April’s Fool about that! The follow up to the series that we couldn’t talk about 

earlier will feature this point. SO we can’t talk about it right now, but it will be explained. 

 

Are chafers actually dead people, or a species? 

RyF: So the origin of Chafers comes from the game DOFUS, and these Chafers are dead soldiers from 

a very old Empire dating back before the Dofus age. They were brought back by their fighting will. It’s 

a magical race, they don’t reproduce as other species, although they tend to multiply. For those who 

went to Chillberg Island, the Chafers there are different as they were created by Magic directly, by a 

mysterious character (to be discovered doing the Chilberg Island main quest). 

 

Where is Dathura at the moment? 

RyF: We can’t say much about Dathura. All we can say is that she fell into an abyss. Did she fall on her 

own or was she pushed, did Ogrest throw her…? 

 

Will there be any kind of marriage mechanic implement? 

Troyle: This is Game Design but I can tell you that the discussion has started, because we received 

many request. No decision has been made yet. 

 

Where do Drago Turkeys come from? 

Troyle: They’re just animals, or? 

RyF: Yeah, just like gobballs. 



Addendum by RyF: Drago turkeys already exist in Dofus. In the Wakfu era, some rare specimen of 

Flying drago turkeys exist, but not in the game at the moment =^__^= 

 

In the WAKFU Series, Sufokia wasn’t a Nation whereas in the game Sufokia is already there. How 

come? 

RyF: Actually in the series Sufokia is the Sufokian Empire. They are the second half of the 

Foggernauts. Before the Dofus era, Foggernauts were all the same people but then they split in two. 

Some went all mechanical, the foggernauts we know, while others kept their human form. And these 

are the Sufokian Empire, which has still not been discovered in the time of the game. 

Troyle: So at the time of the game, they have never been seen? 

RyF: Yes, but they have the same technology as the robots. 

 

Nox gained power when he touched the Eliacube, so in this case is he still a follower of Xelor? 

RyF: Nox went way beyond the powers of a Xelor. He worked so much with the power of Wakfu that 

he went way beyond the classical powers. Also, his own goal allowed him to enhance his powers. 

Troyle: So he is a Xelor, but a much more powerful one? 

RyF: Yes, as a Xelor he is still part of the god. 

 

How can you have Dofus characters and Wakfu characters fighting each other in Krosmaster? Is 

there an explaination? 

RyF: Characters from Krosmaster are heroes from different eras. Krosmaster was originally supposed 

to take place in the “outside world” that was created by Xelor. 

Troyle: So there Xelor can take people from any timeframe? 

RyF: Yes, he can access any time he wants. 

Addition by RyF: This “Outside World” is called « Hormonde » - Xelor fooled demons (shushus ) to work for him 
in a Great clock to ensure the passing of Time in the universe. Each demon was given an hour to manage. In 
counterparts, during their assigned hour, the demons would be free to do as they want. 

Some demons abused this “permission”. Xelor – angry – locked the demons inside the Great Clock. 

Using the rips in the fabrics of time and the frontier between the Xelor dimension and the world of Twelve, 

demons started to steal pieces of the world, and abducting adventurers to make them fight for their distraction. 

 

Since WAKFU and DOFUS are about religion, do followers of the gods gain power thanks to gods 

gifts, or is it personal accomplishment? 



RyF: There is a big difference between Dofus and Wakfu. In Dofus gods are present. In Wakfu most 

gods have disappeared, only the followers are left. The gods are still there, but they are not 

physically present. 

Troyle: So the gods don’t take part in the life of the world? 

RyF: No. In WAKFU, all the power you gain is thanks to self-accomplishment.  

 

What about the children of the gods? 

RyF: There are many demi-gods. There was an old anime about Goultard, you’ll know that Goultard is 

a demi-god, but there are many others. Some are asleep, away or dead. Some are immortals, other 

can die. This will also be addressed in the future. 

 

Spoiler alert! In the WAKFU Era, is Goultard a god? 

RyF: All Iops are part of the god. So Goultard IS Iop in some way. Actually at some point in the series 

he becomes Iop himself. 

 

I am an Enutrof, if I pray to Feca, can I become a Feca? 

RyF: No, it’s too late, you already have the power infused. But if you look at Alibert, Hugo’s 

stepfather, he is an Enutrof but he has chosen not to be greedy and become a chef, so you can be 

whatever you want. 

Troyle: So you can follow a god and choose not to completely live by the rules of this god? 

RyF: Yes. 

 

So, only non-incarnated souls can choose what god or goddess to follow? 

RyF: Yes. 

 

Can you be born without a link to any god? 

RyF: It’s very rare. Only if you’re a creature, otherwise normally you’re linked to a god, if you are a 

human. Although there are no humans in the World of Twelve. 

 

Where do the other two Nations come from? In Dofus there was only Bonta and Brakmar. 



RyF: They used to be regions, and the survivors of the Ogrest Chaos settled there and developed the 

Nations.  

 

How come the male Sram in DOFUS is a skeleton whereas in WAKFU it’s a person wearing a mask? 

RyF: It was just to make it easier for people to relate to the character, but if you look at the series, 

you will find characters that look more like a skeleton… 

 

If I’m a godless child and pray the Lenald god, will I become a Lenald? 

RyF: There is no Lenald god (Note by RyF: Humor, as in « there is no spoon » from Matrix ;)). When a 

child is born, he already has a soul. So the choice of god is made in Incarnam.  

 

Is Ogrest really stronger than all the gods together? 

RyF: Let’s say he is very, very powerful… 

 

Osamodas had three dragons, and one split in 4 elemental dragons. Are they related to the 

Eliatrope dragons? 

RyF: What I can say is that Ogrest exists in the series and he has all the primordial Dofuses and 

Eliatropes have nothing to do with these Dofuses. They have their own Dofuses, called the Eliatrope 

Dofuses. 

Troyle: So it’s not linked? 

RyF: No, there are two types of “high level” Dofuses: Primordial and Eliatrope. 

 

Does the map of WAKFU cover the entire world, or will there be more lands added? 

RyF: There will be more lands that have not yet been discovered. We’re working on new content but 

for now there won’t be many new islands. We’re more working on the lore of the existing lands. 

 

Are Eliatrope Dofuses secondary Dofuses? 

RyF: No, they’re at the same level as the primordial Dofus. And then there are the secondary ones 

[beneath them in the ladder]. 

 

Any information on the Great Dragon and Great Goddess? 



RyF: They are the origin of the Universe of Dofus. The Great Goddess is the Eliatrope Goddess. 

Troyle: There is more information on the Krosmoz website, but this website has not yet been 

translated to English. We’re working on it. 

 

Could we see what the Great Dragon and Great Goddess look like? 

Troyle: There is an animation on the Krosmoz website, let me see if I can find it. 

 

So, there is a Wakfu Dragon and a Stasis Dragon? 

RyF: Actually it’s the Wakfu Goddess and the Stasis Dragon. They’re complementary which is why 

you always have a baby and a dragon in an Eliatrope Dofus. That’s how they were created, by the 

fusion of the Stasis Dragon and the Wakfu Goddess. 

 

Why did you change the name Zobals to Masqueraiders? 

Troyle: I have no idea… The name Zobal in French comes from a wordplay that doesn’t work in 

English. There’s still a link with masquerade though… I will ask our translation team. 

(Note: After asking around, turns out that this change was due to a communication mix-up with the 

translation department. Something that couldn’t be changed afterwards… Woops…) 

 

About the relation between the Dragon and the Goddess… 

RyF: Actually, the Dragon and the Goddess are just representations of energies. They’re not really a 

person or a physical being. 

Troyle: And I think they created the universe by dancing together? 

RyF: Yes, right. 

 

Is there a story behind the Relics? 

RyF: We really want to add a backstory with the relics, like the first one, the Gelano which is an 

original relic from the Dofus era. We’re going to try to bring back things from really old times. 

 

Are Sacrier tattoos actually blood tattoos or ink? 



RyF: The original Sacriers had blood marks that was flowing on their skin, however this was a 

problem in many countries as well as with the series, so it was asked to be modified. That’s why in 

the game and in the series they have ink tattoos. 

 

How many descendants does Goultard have? 

RyF: I can ask the background team… Goultard is in the Dofus manga, he has his own comics, his own 

series… Too many things to track! 

 

Why did some classes like the Iop or Sadida not change appearance between DOFUS and WAKFU? 

Why did they not change and the others did? 

RyF: Some classes changed aspect just for the fresher design and to fit the evolution of the universe 

with more technology and such, so that’s why Xelor look more mechanical than their traditional 

bandage magician design they had in DOFUS. As far as the Iops and Sadidas are concerned, these are 

some of the classes that are closest to their origins. Iop only think about fighting, they always do the 

same as that’s all that they know. They look the same, as they had no need (or the means) to evolve. 

And Sadida are their own society, and they live their own way in their forest. They have their 

traditional ways of life and such. 

 

Who is stronger? Nox or Count Harebourg? 

RyF: They have different ways of working. Nox was really powerful, but it was not his own power, it 

was enhanced by the enormous amounts of wakfu he had gotten, and his madness drove him 

forward. Count Harebourg you will know more about by the end of the year. New content will come 

out with Count Harebourg with his minions. 

 

Why don’t we see ouginaks in WAKFU? 

RyF: ouginaks were left out of the development process unfortunately, however Ecaflips have a spell 

that uses the ouginak. I have seen sprites of the ouginaks, but we will not see them implemented 

anytime soon. 

 

What can you tell us about the dreggon buried in the ice of Chillberg? 

RyF: This is something very special. We wanted to add some background stuff into Chillberg that will 

not really explain much. We want players to be asking questions – just like that one – and we will 

answer them later.  

 



Why are there no Shushus in WAKFU? 

RyF: Shushus were originally designed but part of the design went to the makabra items, as all 

demons were left out of the game, as you may have noticed. 

Troyle: There was a design for them which became the makabras, so no shushus. 

RyF: Personally, I really like demons and shushus, so I always try to slip them in there! 

 

What class is Joris? 

RyF: Joris is a very special character, and you will find out more in 9 months! Keep that date is mind, 

as I will use it often to cut spoilers. 

Troyle: Something will happen in 9 months. 

 

Are there still Months Protectors in WAKFU? 

RyF: The Months Protectors are not present in the world, but they are not dead. They have some sort 

of connection with the gods in some way. We wanted to use the Protectors in a quest line, but we 

removed them. However, you may find out more about them in 9 months! 

 

Is there a human face underneath the Sram mask? 

Troyle: We can’t say. 

RyF: That’ll have to be made up by the team. 

 

What happened to Dark Vlad? 

RyF: What I can say about Dark Vlad is that he is very closely related to Goultard. 

Troyle: Someone just asked “wasn’t Dark Vlad Goultard?” 

RyF: Yeah Dark Vlad was one of Goultard’s personalities during his different lives. The DOFUS team is 

actually working on that and developing the template, so can’t say much as DOFUS game designers 

are developing it right now. 

 

How come Sylargh is still alive after 1000 years when he looks mortal? 

RyF: That’s an easy one! All people who were on Frigost at the time, before it was Chillberg, were 

protected from the passing of time. So they did not age. 



Addendum by RyF: due to Djaul’s curse and the power of the Ice Dofus combined with the Clepsydre 

mechanism. 

 

What is up with Missiz Freez’s appearance change from the Dofus era to the Wakfu era? 

RyF: That’s explained in the books that you can find in Chillberg Island. 

Troyle: But can you explain what happened? 

RyF: Well for those that have fought Miss Freez, she uses some kind of necromantic power. She was 

actually a smith mage in DOFUS. A skill that she learned from her husband that she murdered. 

Troyle: Oh, that’s nice. 

RyF: Well, he cheated on her, so he deserved it! She’s a bit crazy (Note by RyF: Humor tone, not 

personal opinion ;)). Anyway, during the Ogrest Chaos, the island was covered in a very thick ice 

sheet, so they couldn’t get any more provisions from outside, so she decided to use things that were 

around her, which were the island inhabitants. 

 

Why did all the famous DOFUS/WAKFU characters have terrible childhoods? 

RyF: Actually Nox had a really good childhood, however when he became a parent… That’s a 

different story. 

 

Why are the Xelors always the bad guys? 

RyF: Xelor are the most likely to become crazy due to their link to time. They have a really hard time 

managing progression in time and evolution, and sometimes they just can’t understand why things 

go bad around them. Some of them just can’t bear it. 

 

Will there be more Q&As like this in the future? 

Troyle: You tell us! 

 

How many of the old gods are still alive or in power when Goultard ascends to godhood? 

RyF: Part of this question will be answered within the – now famous – 9 months! 

 

What are the Grambos? 

RyF: The Grambos are Nox’s minions. They’re just like goblins. 



Troyle: Is there any explanation about where they came from or how they were created? 

RyF: Just think of them as creatures like goblins or gremlins who are drawn to powerful people. They 

want to be servants to powerful people. 

 

Do Cyclops exist? We’ve seen a Xelor and various Riktus bandits with this trait. 

RyF: These are helmets. Behind there is a magical equipment piece that lets them use the Cyclops 

helmet. 

 

Why don’t Sacriers have wings or Fecas have horns like their gods? 

RyF: The classes are really parts of the gods, so they have all traits of the gods. That’s why the 

Osamodas have the horns and wings or the Sadidas have green hair. Well, most of the time. But for 

the most part the characters have the traits of their god. 

Addendum by RyF: Remember, not many people at the time of the Wafu Era have actually seen the 

gods. Their representations were fleshed out from legends and stories, not actual testimonies. So, 

some say this god has horns, and other will say he has blue skin. But were these not just a helmet and 

an encounter during a dark night? You can never tell… 

 

Does the Brotherhood of Tofu exist in WAKFU? 

RyF: Not yet. 

Troyle: They’re a bit young. 

 

How did male Eniripsas wings get so small over the years? In Dofus they were so big. 

Troyle: Maybe it looks better, if you like the male Eni style… We’re not judging. 

RyF: It was just a visual update. 

 

Are the Iop and Sacrier cousins? 

RyF: They’re very close. The goddess Sacrier is very close to Iop as she was not an original goddess. 

Troyle: That’s right, there were ten. First Sacrier went up and then Pandawa, right? 

RyF: That’s right, because heroes were raised from mortals. 

 



Are there any minor gods? 

RyF: Most of the gods are hiding or left because of Ogrest. They are very scared! 

 

Why do Puddlies fight if they are pacifists in the series? 

RyF: They only fight if you attack them (Note by RyF: Humor *wink* *wink*). 

 

How do you become a god in WAKFU? 

RyF: The god essence has to feel the need to use your body as a vessel, and some things will be 

clearly explained in 9 months about the gods. 

 

If I remember correctly, in DOFUS there is an NPC in the Sram’s Temple that was a Sram but when 

Rogues were released, he took on a more Rogue-like look. I thought classes couldn’t change? 

RyF: Sram and Rogue have the same god, as there is no Rogue god. They are followers of Sram. 

Addendum by RyF: A dofus legend says the Sram killed the Rogue god and made the followers his. 

Troyle: So if you were a Sram you could become a Rogue? 

RyF: You could, but that’s not a game feature. But yes, in the world of twelve there is a couple of side 

classes. Like Masqueraider is very close to Sadida, as they have the same god. 

 

Why are Osamodas and Foggernauts related? 

RyF: It’s a bit complicated, that one. I will have to do some research. But Foggernauts are not 

reincarnations of Osamodas. They are just souls within machines. 

 

Is it possible that there is a 4th mask in the universe? Or is there only 3? 

RyF: I’ve personally designed a Masqueraider dungeon that talks a bit about the masks. It is done and 

it will be released when we release the class specific content. 

 

Several masks with powers seem to be used by many classes, what about the 3 Masqueraider ones 

though? Are they soulbound? 

RyF: They are different types of mask. They are what I’ll call primordial masks, which are the most 

powerful ones, which are not to be used. All the others are crafted by the Masqueraiders themselves 

and are infused with powers. 



Troyle: So these masks that they make are the ones you can use in the game? 

RyF: That’s right. This way they can lend their mask to their allies. 

 

What are the plans of Count Harebourg? 

RyF: Within 3 months you will know part of the plan, and more will be explained in 9 months. 

 

Are there going to be Tormentors in WAKFU? (A weapon in DOFUS that gives you a new class, but 

only while the weapon is equipped.) 

RyF:  There will not be Tormentors, there will be something else released around December. 

 

Are the main masks things that someone can steal from a Masqueraider and use? 

RyF: That happens in the masked man comics. It’s a really great story. You should read it. 

Troyle: When we get it translated to English. 

 

 

 

 


